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GSAf MATTERS 

Toward a better and a faster communication among the African community of 

Geosciences 

By Tamer Abu-Alam (GSAf newsletter editor and information officer) 

Information and news should be communicated in a faster way than a newsletter. For example, a deadline to apply for a 

scholarship can be easily missed if it is not posted to the community at a proper time. As a result, and for better and 

faster communication among the geological society of Africa, the GSAf will use a Gmail group 

(GSAfr@googlegroups.com) to facilitate the communication between society members.  

Some advice and rules: 

 Since any member can post and all the members will receive your message, please do not overload the society

by un-related news. Post only important news that wants immediate action from members.

 Improper messages can lead its owner to be blocked from posting.

 You can set up the way of receiving the emails from the group. You can receive the emails once by once and

take action immediately, receive only one email each period that includes a collection of news and subjects or

not to receive any emails but instead use the web version (i.e. http://gsafr.org/fast-news/) of the service to read

and comment.

Some technical advice: 

 To subscribe to this new service, just send an email to "GSAfr+subscribe@googlegroups.com" and follow the

instruction

 Each email will be sent out has information about how to unsubscribe from the group.

 To send an email to the group, send your email to "GSAfr@googlegroups.com"

 To follow the news on web, please visit (http://gsafr.org/fast-news/)

GSAf MATTERS: The 8th edition of mining and oil days of Mali 

By Dr. Adama Sangare (GSAf Councillor for Western Africa) 

The 8th edition of mining and oil days of Mali (JMP-2019) which focused on "Sustainably develop the mining and Oil in 

Mali for future generations," has generated a lot of interest by 

 The participation of more than four hundred (400) delegates from 20 countries;

 Exhibition of over 90 stalls for mining companies, service providers, mining administrations of the neighboring

countries as well as academics and researchers;

 holding a partnership salon which recorded an average of over 100 visitors a day interested in the Malian mining

potential and presenting more than ten (10) projects bearing on several  substances (gold, lithium, limestone

etc.); the discussions will continue in order to build partnerships; and especially

 The conference debate that took place three (3) days with leading experts.

JMP-2019 was an opportunity for GSAfr to advertise about the society as earth scientists from West Africa and abroad 

were present during the event. GSAfr was represented at the event by Pr. Yao Agbossomounde and Dr. Adama 

Sangaré, respectively Vice-president and Councilor for West Africa. Advertising on the society and upcoming CAG28 in 

Fez-Morocco through discussions and flyers. Earth scientists were also invited to submit application for membership of 

the society. Young geoscientists demonstrated strong interest to the society.  

http://gsafr.org/fast-news/
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Pr. Yao & Dr Sangaré took part a panel on “Geological Knowledge, the Key to Mining Exploration and Diversification” 

where they brought experiences on detailed mapping in Togo and Discovery of two deposit in Senegal and Mali using 

new exploration technics. 

Acknowledgements to the ministry of Mines that authorized distributions of flyers during JMP-2019. Special thanks to 

Nouhoum Koné and OGM (Geological Society of Mali) that kindly exposed and shared GSAfr flyers at its’ booth. 

Pr. Yao (Second from left) on the Panel “Geological Knowledge, the Key to Mining Exploration and 

Diversification” 

Pr. Yao & Dr. Adama (third and fourth from left) after discussion with Mr. Keita Cheick and Mrs. Lelenta Hawa 

Ba, respectively National Geological Survey Head & Ministry of Mines (First & Second from Right). 
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Dr. Adama advertising on GSAfr with earth scientists visiting OGM booth. 

 

GSAf MATTERS: Report on the AMREC Technical Working Group Meeting 

held from 10th to 12th September 2019 in Windhoek, Namibia. 

By: Maideyi Meck, Gbenga Okunlola, Anna Nguno and Youssef Driouch 

The African Union Commission (AUC) organized the meeting whose objective was to finalize the requirements for African 

Mineral and Energy Resources Classification and Management System (AMREC) as a unifying system for the 

classification and reporting of energy and mineral resources in Africa and to develop detailed guidance for application of 

AMREC in Africa in line with the requirements of the African Mining Vision (AVM). 

The African Heads of States and Governments adopted the African Mining Vision in 2009 with a long-term goal of 

“transparent, equitable and optimal exploitation of Africa’s Mineral resources to form a basis for sustainable growth and 

socio-economic development”. More specific among its goals the AMV Action Plan aims to improve geological and mineral 

information systems to underpin investment in exploration and mine development. Harmonization of strategies, policies, 

instruments and practices is the centre piece of AMV. In this regard the AMREC technical working group has been 

developing the African Mineral and Energy Resources Classification and Management System and the Pan African 

Resource Reporting Code (PARC) since 2017. The PARC, will not only be used for the financial reporting of mineral 

projects, but also intends to support capacity building to create an efficient and internationally recognized African 

professional workforce. 

The meeting was hosted by the Geological Survey of Namibia and attended by more than 40 delegates which consisted 

of the AMREC Technical Working Group, as well as the members of the Chamber of Mines of Namibia, exploration 

industry, Departments of Mines and Geological Survey in the Ministry of Mines and Energy. The Geological Society was 

represented by Prof. Aberra Mogessie  (the GSAf goodwill European ambassador and past president of the GSAf,), Prof. 

Olugbenga Okunlola, (the President of the GSAf), Ms Anna-Karren Nguno (Councillor for Southern Africa of the GSAf,) 

Prof Youssef Driouch (the Vice President North Africa GSAf) and Dr Maideyi Lydia Meck (Secretary General GSAf). 
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                     AMREC working group delegates 

 

The discussions during the week produced useful updates on the status of AMREC- PARC to those who were hearing 

about it for the first time and gave all attendees an opportunity to contribute ideas on how to further enhance its application. 

Updates from the different task of the  AMREC Working Group which consisted of Thought Leadership; Innovation 

Leadership; Social Leadership; Learning Leadership groups focused on discussing how AMREC-PARC would 

complement/ improve existing systems and reporting codes. 

                         The AMREC working group at the minister of Energy and Mines. Windhoek. Namibia.  
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During the conference, members of the Geological society of Africa had an informal session with Mr Paul Msoma - Africa 

Minerals Development Centre, AUC to review how GSAf can actively deliver service to AMDC. Prof Youssef Driouch also 

took the opportunity to present and advertise the upcoming 28th session of the Colloquium of African Geology (CAG 28) 

at Fez University, Morocco (for more info, please visit the CAG28 website at: http://www.fsdmfes.ac.ma/CAG28/ or 

http://www.fsdmfes.ac.ma/CAG28/FR). In addition Prof Driouch extended the same information to the participants of the 

“Geoscientific Knowledge and Skills in African Geological Surveys” (PanAfGeo) project Training Session entitled “WP1-

N7” – Field Geological Mapping. 

The Geological Society of Africa thanks very much Paul Msoma, AMDC-AU, the United Nations Experts Harikrishnan 

Tulsidas and Julian Hilton, the AMREC coordinator, Arisekola Tunde and the Geological Survey of Namibia hosting team. 

For the next CAG28, we aim to present to the African geology community the final AMREC document that we hope will be 

adopted throughout continent. Africa will become, via the African Union, the world leader in the classification and 

management of energy and mineral resources. 

GSAf members, meeting Paul 

Msoma (AMDC-AU) 

http://www.fsdmfes.ac.ma/CAG28/
http://www.fsdmfes.ac.ma/CAG28/FR
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Some of the AMREC working group with the trainers and trainees of the PanAfGeo project Field Geological Mapping 

Training Session “Work Package One (WP1 N7)”. 

GSAf MATTERS: An Unforgettable Traditional Cuisine Evening At Windhoek 
West Guest House For The AMREC Team 

By Anna Nguno & Namafu Amutse 

The African Mineral and Energy Resources Classification and Management System (AMREC) Technical Working Group 

Meeting took place during the 10th – 12th September 2019 in Windhoek, Namibia.  The meeting was organised by the 

African Union Commission and hosted by the Geological Survey of Namibia.  

Mrs Ishitile warmly received the AMREC Technical 

Working Group and the African Union Commission 

(AUC) delegates, seated them at an elegantly arranged 

tables/chairs of the Guest house 

(http://www.wwguesthouse.com). The traditional 

Namibian cuisine consisted of various dishes such as 

Okapana (roasted / barbecued meat), Boerewors, 

Mopane worms, thick porridge made from  Cassava 

flour, Ombidi (local spinach) and the list goes on.  The 

meal was indeed delicious. Thanks to Mr Oscar 

Shigwana (an Engineer Geologist and Entrepreneur) for 

sponsoring the traditional cuisine evening at the 

Windhoek West Guest House for the AMREC team. 

For a group of experts, what started out as a regular traditional cuisine eating night out, swiftly turned into an unforgettable 

evening when the owner of the Windhoek West Guest House, Mr. Abishai Ishitile showed up to greet the guests. He 

ultimately learnt that amongst the diner, there were two Nigerians (Mr. Tunde M. Arisekola – AMREC Technical Coordinator 

and Dr Prof. Olugbenga Okunlola –President of the Geological Society of Africa)  who happened to come from the Ogun 

State, South Western Nigeria, where he attended school until A-level during 1981 to 1987.  

http://www.wwguesthouse.com/
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Having moved to Nigeria in 1981, as part of the SWAPO liberation struggle youth empowerment, he attended one of the 

best and prestigious Odogbolu Federal Government school and subsequently the College of Advanced Studies in Zaria. 

Mr. Ishitile stated, "Nigeria is my second home", reminiscing, he says that Nigerian people are excellent at looking after 

other people and that during his seven year stay there, he was well taken care of.  

Mr. Ishitile shared stories about his time in Ogun State, Nigeria. Along the way he learnt that in that part of Nigeria, they 

are very skilful in scaring people with words (“Hold me back”, “I will beat this one up oh”) and they hardly fight physically. 

And beating women is unheard off.  

Although he has not been back in Nigeria for more than 32 

years, he is still able to remember some Nigerian Pidgin 

English, Yoruba and Hausa words. " ice water tuture" was 

some of the words he learnt  from sales men walking 

through the street shouting" ice water tuture" and he had 

always thought "tuture" probably meant "here" or "for 

sale". Only to find out later that "tuture" was Yoruba for "ice 

water". Other words include, Kilorukore, kilode, mashe 

lesheo, E too cost abeg, No wahala and make we go 

shayo (let’s grab a drink).  

After being well equipped by the Nigerian education, both 

Mr Ishitile and his colleague Mr Shigwana received an opportunity to study mining engineering at the Carborne School of 

Mines in Cornwall, England. At the end of induction, Mr Ishitile opted not to go on with the course and said to his friend, " 

The underground mining world is not for me." And instead he went on to study Architecture at the Cardiff University in 

Wales. Mr Ishitile is currently practicing Architecture and project management, as well as venturing into various business 

opportunities. 

GSAf MATTERS: VLIR-UOS scholarship for the Master of Science in Marine 
and Lacustrine Science and Management for 2020-2022 are now open! 

Deadline of the application: 1 February 2020 

VLIR-UOS: 

• funds and facilitates academic cooperation and exchange between higher education institutions in Flanders 

(Belgium) and those in developing countries 

• aims at building capacity, knowledge and experience for a sustainable development. 

Selection criteria: 

• The VLIR-UOS scholarship is particulary designed for people from developing countries with a minimum of 

professional experience who occupy key or strategic positions at an institution in their native country. 

• The opportunities for knowledge application and transfer after the master student returns home are an 

important scholarship selection criterion. 

• Other admission requirements refer to: age, education, motivation, language, gender, financial resources. 

Only students who are nationals from a country in the VLIR country list can apply.  

For more details on the application procedure and forms, please consult the VLIR-UOS website. 

http://www.oceansandlakes.be/node/28  

http://www.oceansandlakes.be/node/28
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GSAf MATTERS: EIGHTH AFRICAN RIFT GEOTHERMAL CONFERENCE 
(ARGeo-C8) 

The Government of the Republic of Kenya will be hosting the Eighth African Rift Geothermal Conference (ARGeo-C8) in 

partnership with UNEP, GDC, KenGen, GAK, AUC and IGA-ARB. The conference will be held at UNEP headquarters, in 

Nairobi, Kenya from 26 October – 1 November 2020. The Conference consists of: 

    26-27 October 2020: The Short Courses. 

    28-30 October 2020: The Main Conference 

    31 October -1 November 2020: The Field Trip. 

For more details http://theargeo.org/C8/files/First%20Call%20for%20Paper%20ARGeo-C8.pdf 

GSAf MATTERS: Geology Research excellence award, Morocco  

On July the 3rd, 2019, the National Center for Scientific and Technical Research, Rabat Morocco (CNRST) and the 

publisher Clarivate Analytics (science web group), under the auspices of the Ministry of National Education, Vocational 

Training, Higher Education and Scientific Research, organized an Award Ceremony on the theme of excellence in scientific 

research entitled "Day of Research Excellence".  

During the Ceremony, the ministry gave a speech with a vibrant tribute to Moroccan researchers from universities, 

companies as well as from research centres for the high quality of their scientific output during the last four years (2014-

2018). 

Professor Nasrrddine Youbi, from Cadi Ayad (UCA) University of Marrakech, received a award as the Best Geology 

researcher by the Web of Science Clarivate Analytics.  

The ministry giving the award to Prof. Nasrrddine Youbi 

Dr. Nasrrddine Youbi, is Professor at the Geology Department of Semlalia Faculty of sciences (UCA University). Head 

of Geology Department from 2014 to 2017, currently director of the Laboratory of Geosciences, Georesources and 

Geohazards, he is also expert in many national and international committees (Program Hubert Curien Toubkal, CNRST,). 

http://theargeo.org/C8/files/First%20Call%20for%20Paper%20ARGeo-C8.pdf
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His research focuses on the large Igneous Provinces such as the Central Atlantic Magmatic Province (CAMP) of Morocco 

and Portugal, the Precambrian of the Anti-Atlas, Moroccan Sahara and Northern Mauritania and Permo-Carboniferous, 

Jurassic-Cretaceous and Neogene-Quaternary volcanism of Morocco.  

The awarded scientific researchers of Morocco 

He participated with the Bureau of Geological and Mining Research of France (BRGM) as part of the National Geological 

Mapping Program to develop six geological maps in the Moroccan Meseta and Anti-Atlas.  

He is the author of more than 100 indexed publications including an article published in the prestigious scientific journal 

Nature Communications on 2017. He is ranked first on the "Top 15" of the most prolific Moroccan researchers in terms of 

publications in the field of Earth and Universe Sciences on the basis of Scopus data (see link URL http: //barometre.imist 

.ma; CNRC Survey of IMIST).  

The Ceremony at the CNRST. Rabat 

Prof Nasrrddine Youbi is also life member of the Geological Society of Africa and member of the organizing committee 

of the upcoming colloquium of African Geolgy to be held at Fez University. Through the GSAf, African geologists 

congratulate warmly Prof. Youbi for this important award. 

His works are available online on: 

The Researchgate at: https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Nasrrddine_Youbi and 

Google Scholar: https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=ZNcoZLoAAAAJ&hl=en 

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Nasrrddine_Youbi
https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=ZNcoZLoAAAAJ&hl=en
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KNOW AFRICA (COVER STORY) 

Topographic map of Africa 

A digital elevation model (DEM) is a 3D CG representation of a terrain's surface. In most cases the term digital surface 

model represents the earth's surface and includes all objects on it. DEM is representing height information without any 

further definition about the surface1. Mappers may prepare digital elevation models in a number of ways, but they frequently 

use remote sensing rather than direct survey data. One powerful technique for generating digital elevation models is 

interferometric synthetic aperture radar where two passes of a radar satellite (such as RADARSAT-1 or TerraSAR-X or 

Cosmo SkyMed), or a single pass if the satellite is equipped with two antennas (like the SRTM instrumentation), collect 

sufficient data to generate a digital elevation map tens of kilometers on a side with a resolution of around ten meters2. 

The cover of this issue is a DEM of Africa shows the topography of the continent. 

 Modified from: 

https://www.baroud.fr/cartes-topo-garmin-afrique/24-carte-topo-map-southern-africa.html 

1- Peckham, Robert Joseph; Jordan, Gyozo (Eds.) (2007): Development and Applications in a Policy Support 

Environment Series: Lecture Notes in Geoinformation and Cartography. Heidelberg 

"WorldDEM(TM): Airbus Defence and Space". www.intelligence-airbusds.com 
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GEOLOGY COMIC 

 GEOLOGICAL EXPRESSIONS 

Geothermal gradient: is the rate of increasing temperature with respect to increasing depth in the Earth's interior. Away 

from tectonic plate boundaries, it is about 25 °C per km of depth in most of the world. Strictly speaking, geo-

thermal necessarily refers to the Earth but the concept may be applied to other planets. The Earth's internal 

heat comes from a combination of residual heat from planetary accretion, heat produced through radioactive 

decay, and possibly heat from other sources. The major heat-producing isotopes in the Earth are potassium-

40, uranium-238, uranium-235, and thorium-232. At the center of the planet, the temperature may be up to 
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7,000 K and the pressure could reach 360 GPa. Because much of the heat is provided by radioactive decay, 

scientists believe that early in Earth history, before isotopes with short half-lives had been depleted, Earth's 

heat production would have been much higher (modified from https://educalingo.com/en/dic-

en/geotherm).  

Geosyncline: is a term still occasionally used for a subsiding linear trough that was caused by the accumulation of 

sedimentary rock strata deposited in a basin and subsequently compressed, deformed, and uplifted into a 

mountain range, with attendant volcanism and plutonism. The filling of a geosyncline with tons of sediment is 

accompanied in the late stages of deposition by folding, crumpling, and faulting of the deposits. Intrusion of 

crystalline igneous rock and regional uplift along the axis of the trough generally complete the history of a 

particular geosyncline. It is then transformed into a belt of folded mountains. Thick volcanic sequences, 

together with greywackes, cherts, and various sediments reflecting deepwater deposition or processes, are 

deposited in eugeosynclines, the outer deepwater segment of geosynclines. (modified from 

https://educalingo.com/en/dic-en/geosynclinal). 

https://educalingo.com/en/dic-en/geotherm
https://educalingo.com/en/dic-en/geotherm
https://educalingo.com/en/dic-en/geosynclinal
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 AFRICAN GEOPARK AND GEOHERITAGE 

NGORONGORO LENGAI UNESCO GLOBAL GEOPARK (Tanzania) 

“An extra-ordinary volcano, extra-ordinary paleoanthropological sites and extra-ordinary wildlife” 

Ngorongoro Lengai UNESCO Global Geopark is located in 

Northern Tanzania (East Africa). It encompasses the 

districts of Ngorongoro, Karatu, and Monduli in the Arusha 

region. The area is confined to the North and North-West by 

the Serengeti National Park, Lake Natron to the East, the 

left arm of the Great Rift Valley to the South, and Maswa 

Game Reserve to the West. Its altitudes range from the 

lowest areas, the main Crater (600 m) to the highest point, 

the Oldonyo Lengai (2,962 m). 

The Oldoinyo Lengai, ‘Mountain of God’ or ‘Holy Mountain’ 

in Maasai language, is the youngest active stratovolcano 

(2,962 m), situated at the northern end of the Ngorongoro 

Volcanic Highlands in the East African Rift Valley (EARV), 

16 km south of Lake Natron in the Arusha region. It is the 

first of the volcanic systems of the EARV and uniquely 

produces natro-carbonatite lava, which is almost completely 

silicon-free. 

The Olduvai Gorge is one of the famous paleontological 

sites in the world. It is a steep sided, 30 to 100 m deep and 

56 km long stream-cut ravine. The exposed volcanic beds 

were formed in the Pleistocene (40,000 to 2.6 million years 

ago). These beds yield an unsurpassed record of past 

environments and fossil hominids attributed to 

Australopithecus (Paranthropus) Boisei, Homo habilis and 

Homo erectus, and artefacts from Oldowan, Acheulean to 

Middle and Late Stone Age; and a wide range of fossilized 

faunal remains. 

The Laetoli is another of the key paleontological and 

paleoanthropological site in Afric. It is a Plio- to Pleistocene 

site (2.6 to 5 million years old) located 45 km south of the 

Olduvai Gorge site museum. It is famous for the Hominids’ 

footprint trail, which best portrays the history of human 

bipedal mode of locomotion, an important stage of in 

evolutionary trends. 

One of the Geopark’s central features, the Ngorongoro 

Crater, harbors a great diversity of wildlife species, like 

elephants, black rhinos, lion, gazelles, and other large 

mammals, living in co-existence with humans. 

The Ngorongoro Lengai UNESCO Global Geopark has 

230,586 inhabitants (2012), distributed over four districts 

(Karatu, Ngorongoro, Longido and Monduli). The population 

consists of several ethnic groups, mainly Irawq, Maasai, 

Datoga and Hadzabe. The main economic activities in the 

Ngorongoro Lengai UNESCO Global Geopark include 

pastoralism, which is deeply embedded in the culture of the 

Maasai and Datoge, agriculture, tourism and trade. 

The area is rich in cultural sites often linked to local 

traditional rituals, such as the Datoga graves, which are an 

important pilgrimage site for the Datoga tribe. These graves 

belonged to a spiritual leader Gitangda and his son who 

died over 100 years ago (between 1836-1851) while 

defending their land against the Maasai in Ngorongoro. 

Currently, most inhabitants of the Geopark belong to the 

Maasai tribe. This tribe is mostly found in Northern 

Tanzania. It is assumed they originate from the lower Nile 

valley and that they started to migrate southward in 15th 

century, reaching Northern and Central Tanzania between 

17th and 18th century. Traditionally, their main economic 

activity is grazing that makes them live semi-nomadic life as 

they migrate from one place to another searching for 

sufficient pastures to feed their livestock. Their traditional 

way of life has made them famous in the region, in the 

country and at even worldwide. 

Another attraction in the area includes the ‘Bao’ site. Bao is 

a Swahili term for a traditional Mancala Game known and 

played in many parts of East. Unlike the normal Mancala 

holes made in a wooden board, in the area most of the 

mancala holes are made in the earth, especially on the hard 

exposures found in crater floors and on top or around small 

hills around the area. Players used small rounded stones to 

play the game. 

The Geopark is a popular destination for people who want 

to visit the geological sites such as the Ngorongoro crater, 

Lake Natron and Eyasi as well as for people passing 

through on their way to popular national parks such as Lake 

Manyara and Serengeti. 
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Modified from:  http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/environment/earth-sciences/unesco-global-geoparks/list-

of-unesco-global-geoparks/tanzania/ngorongoro-lengai/ 

Africa's Nobel Prize winners: A list 

A look at the African and African-born Nobel laureates honoured for efforts in 

peace, chemistry, literature, medicine and physics. 

The first Nobel Prizes were awarded in 1901. Since then, the Nobel Prizes and the Prize in Economic Sciences have been 

awarded 597 times to 950 people and organisations. 

Abiy Ahmed 

Ethiopian Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed on Tuesday will receive the 2019 

Nobel Prize for Peace for his "decisive initiative to resolve the border 

conflict with neighbouring Eritrea". 

Abiy won the 2019 Nobel Prize for Peace for his regional peacemaking 

efforts, mainly his initiative to resolve a long-running conflict between 

Ethiopia and Eritrea. 

The 43-year-old, who initiated a series of broad changes soon after 

coming to power in April last year, was recognised by the Norwegian 

Nobel Committee "for his efforts to achieve peace and international 

cooperation" and for introducing reforms that gave many Ethiopians 

hope for a "better life and brighter future". 
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Denis Mukwege 

Abiy succeeded Congolese doctor Denis Mukwege in winning the 

2018 Nobel Prize for Peace, who was recognised for his efforts to assist 

war rape victims "end the use of sexual violence as a weapon of war and 

armed conflict". 

Mukwege is the founder of Panzi Hospital in Bukavu, in the east of the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo. The facility receives thousands of 

women each year, many of whom require surgery from sexual violence, 

and provides HIV/AIDS treatment, as well as free maternal care. 

The 64-year-old shared the award with Yazidi rights activist Nadia 

Murad. 

Tunisian National Dialogue Quartet 

The Tunisian National Dialogue Quartet was awarded the 2015 Nobel 

Prize for Peace for "its decisive contribution to the building of a pluralistic 

democracy" in the period following Tunisia's 2011 revolution. 

The consortium of four organisations - the Tunisian General Labor 

Union; the Tunisian Confederation of Industry, Trade and Handicrafts; 

the Tunisian Human Rights League; and the Tunisian Order of Lawyers 

- was recognised for establishing "an alternative, peaceful political 

process at a time when the country was on the brink of civil war". 

Michael Levitt 

Michael Levitt, a United States-based scientist who was born in South 

Africa in 1947, shared the 2013 Nobel Prize in Chemistry with US 

chemist Martin Karplus and US biochemist Arieh Warshel. 

The trio were recognised for their ground-breaking work on computer 

programmes that simulate complex chemical processes and have 

revolutionised research in areas from drugs to solar energy.  

Levitt, a US and British citizen, carried out research at the Stanford 

University School of Medicine. Karplus, a US and Austrian citizen, at the 

University of Strasbourg and Harvard University, while Warshel, a US 

and Israeli citizen, at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles. 
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Serge Haroche 

Serge Haroche, a Moroccan-born French scientist, was a co-recipient of 

the 2012 Nobel Prize in Physics, along with US physicist David 

Wineland. 

The two scientists, who worked separately, paved the way for 

experiments in the field of quantum physics, after showing how individual 

quantum particles may be observed without being destroyed.   

They were recognised by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences for 

developing "ingenious laboratory methods" that allowed them to 

manage, measure and control fragile quantum states. 

"Their ground-breaking methods have enabled this field of research to 

take the very first steps towards building a new type of superfast 

computer based on quantum physics," the Academy said in a statement. 

"The research has also led to the construction of extremely precise 

clocks that could become the future basis for a new standard of time." 

Haroche, a Casablanca-born professor at the College de France in 

Paris, won the award at the age of 68.  

Leymah Gbowee 

Liberian peace activist Leymah Gbowee was one of three recipients, 

along with her country's President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf and Yemeni 

journalist and activist Tawakkul Karman, of the 2011 Nobel Prize for 

Peace. 

The winners were honoured for their nonviolent efforts to improve 

women's safety and their participation in peace-building processes. 

Among Gbowee's accomplishments was mobilising Liberian women 

from "across ethnic and religious dividing lines" to help end Liberia's 

brutal civil war in 2003. 

She was given the award at the age of 39. 

Ellen Johnson Sirleaf 

Former Liberian President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf was awarded the 2011 

Nobel Peace Prize for her "non-violent struggle for the safety of women", 

along with her compatriot Gbowee and Yemen's Karman. 

The first woman freely elected as a head of state in Africa, Johnson 

Sirleaf took on the leadership of Liberia in 2006 at a time when it was still 

seeking to heal deep divisions and rebuild infrastructure following a 

devastating civil war. 

Johnson Sirleaf won the award at the age of 73. 
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Mohamed ElBaradei 

Egyptian Mohamed ElBaradei, the former director-general of the 

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), was awarded the 

2005 Nobel Prize for Peace, along with the United Nations' nuclear 

watchdog. 

The winners were recognised for the "efforts to prevent nuclear energy 

from being used for military purposes ... and for ensuring that nuclear 

energy is used in the safest possible way". 

ElBaradei, who won the award at the age of 63, was also praised for 

strengthening the watchdog, an organisation he led until 2009. 

Wangari Maathai 

Kenyan environmentalist Wangari Maathai was awarded the 2004 Nobel 

Prize for Peace in recognition "for her tireless contribution to "sustainable 

development, democracy and peace." 

In 1977, Maathai founded a grassroots campaign aimed at countering 

the deforestation that was hurting poor people, especially women, living 

in rural Kenya. Her so-called "Green Belt Movement", which encouraged 

women to plant trees, spread to other countries on the continent and 

contributed to the planting of tens of millions of trees. 

According to the Nobel Committee, her project was not just limited to 

work for sustainable development, but it included "democracy, women's 

rights and international solidarity". 

Maathai, who was born in 1940, was the first black African woman to 

receive the award, aged 64. She died in Kenya's capital, Nairobi, in 2011. 

John Maxwell Coetzee 

South African author John Maxwell Coetzee was awarded the 

2003 Nobel Prize in Literature. 

He was recognised for developing a style that "in innumerable guises 

portrays the surprising involvement of the outsider". 

The Swedish Academy hailed the author as a "scrupulous doubter, 

ruthless in his criticism of the cruel rationalism and cosmetic morality of 

western civilisation". 

Born in Cape Town in 1940, Coetzee won the Booker Prize for 

1983's Life & Times of Michael K before. Over a decade later, he became 

the first author to win the prestigious British literary award twice with 

1994's Disgrace. 

A recluse, he shunned both Booker Prize ceremonies but did go to 

Sweden's capital, Stockholm, to accept the Nobel. 
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Sydney Brenner 

South African-born biologist Sydney Brenner shared the 2002 Nobel 

Prize in Physiology or Medicine with Howard Robert, of the US, and John 

E Sulston, of the UK, for their discoveries about how genes regulate 

tissue and organ development via a mechanism called programmed cell 

death, or apoptosis. 

His work made it possible to link "genetic analysis to cell division and 

organ formation". 

Brenner, who received the Nobel Prize at the age of 75, died on April 5, 

2019, in Singapore. 

Kofi Annan 

Annan: 'Today's real borders are not between nations, but between 

powerful and powerless, free and fettered, privileged and humiliated' 

[File: Adam Nadel/AP Photo] 

Ghanaian diplomat Kofi Annan was the secretary-general of the United 

Nations from 1997 to 2006. 

He was the co-recipient, along with the UN, of the 2001 Nobel Prize for 

Peace in the centennial year of the Nobel Committee.  

The winners were recognised "for their work for a better organised and 

more peaceful world".  

The Nobel Committee also hailed Annan's commitment to the struggle 

to contain the spreading of the HIV virus in Africa. 

Ahmed Zewail 

Egyptian Ahmed Zewail was the recipient of the 1999 Nobel Prize in 

Chemistry for developing a rapid laser technique that helped scientists 

to study the action of atoms during chemical reactions.  

His work led to the development of a new field of physical chemistry 

known as femtochemistry. 

Zewail was the first Arab to win a Nobel Prize in a science category. 

He was born in Egypt's Damanhur in 1946 and died in the US in 2016. 

Claude Cohen-Tannoudji 

Claude Cohen-Tannoudji, an Algerian-born French scientist, was a co-

recipient of the 1997 Nobel Prize in Physics for the "development of 

methods to cool and trap atoms with laser light". 

He shared the award with US physicists Steven Chu and William Phillips. 

The winners were praised for developing innovative techniques that use 

laser light to cool atoms to extremely low temperatures. In these 

temperatures, the atoms move slowly enough to be studied in detail. 

Born in 1933 in Algeria's Constantine, Cohen-Tannoudji was 64 when he 

won the Nobel. 
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Nelson Mandela 

South African freedom fighter Nelson Mandela was jointly awarded the 

1993 Nobel Prize for Peace for his work in ending the country's apartheid 

system of racial segregation and discrimination and for "laying the 

foundations for a new democratic South Africa". 

He shared the prize with Frederik Willem de Klerk, South Africa's last 

white president whose negotiations with Mandela in the early 1990s 

helped end apartheid. 

One of the world's most recognisable fighters against inequality and 

oppression, Mandela spent 27 years in prison for his active opposition to 

the racist regime. 

A year after winning the Nobel, Mandela rose to become South Africa's 

first democratically elected president - a position that he voluntarily 

retired from after just one term. 

Frederik Willem de Klerk 

Born in Johannesburg in 1936, Frederik Willem de Klerk was president 

of South Africa from 1989 to 1994, when the country's first free election 

marked the end of white minority rule. 

De Klerk released Mandela and other key political prisoners in 1990. 

He was a co-recipient for the 1993 Nobel Prize for Peace for overseeing 

South Africa's transition from apartheid rule. 

Nadine Gordimer 

South African author Nadine Gordimer received the 1991 Nobel Prize in 

Literature. 

One of the most powerful voices against the injustice of apartheid, 

Gordimer published novels and short stories steeped in the drama of 

human life and emotion of a society warped by decades of white-minority 

rule. Some of her work was banned by the apartheid authorities. 

The Swedish Academy referred to her as an author "who through her 

magnificent epic writing has - in the words of Alfred Nobel - been of very 

great benefit to humanity". 

Some of Gordimer's most notable work includes The Conservationist 

(1974), Burger's Daughter (1979) and July's People (1981). 

Born in 1923, she died in Johannesburg on July 13, 2014. 
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Naguib Mahfouz 

Egyptian author Naguib Mahfouz won the 1988 Nobel Prize in Literature 

in 1988, the first writer in Arabic to receive the award. 

He was recognised for a work "rich in nuance" that "formed an Arabian 

narrative art that applies to all mankind". 

Mahfouz is best known for The Cairo Trilogy, his saga about a modern 

Egyptian family living under British colonial rule between the two world 

wars. 

His first three novels - published in Arabic in 1939, 1943 and 1944 - were 

set in ancient Egypt. 

Born in Cairo in 1911, he died in the Egyptian capital in 2006. 

Wole Soyinka 

Nigerian playwright, poet and essayist Wole Soyinka won the 1986 

Nobel Prize in Literature. 

In its citation, the Academy referred to Soyinka as someone "who in a 

wide cultural perspective and with poetic overtones fashions the drama 

of existence." 

Born in Abeokuta in 1934, he was the first black African to win a Nobel 

Prize in Literature and has a long history of fighting for social justice and 

human rights both in Nigeria and elsewhere. 

Some of his most notable work includes The Lion and The Jewel (1959), 

Poems from Prison (1969) and Death and the King's Horseman (1975). 

Claude Simon 

Claude Simon was awarded the 1985 Nobel Prize in Literature. 

He was born in Madagascar in 1913 but moved to France at a young 

age. 

Upon winning the Nobel, the French author was recognised for his 

particular writing style "which combines the poet and the painter's 

creativeness … in the depiction of the human condition." 

Conflict is a constant theme throughout Simon's work, which drew on his 

experiences including during the Spanish Civil War and World War II. 

Simon is widely hailed as a key figure of the nouveau roman movement 

that emerged in the 1950s. 

Some of his most well-known books are The Grass (1958) and The 

Flanders Road (1960). 

Simon died in Paris in 2005. 
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Desmond Tutu 

Anglican cleric Desmond Tutu won the 1984 Nobel Prize for Peace for 

his opposition to apartheid in South Africa 

Tutu's objective was to see South Africa "as [a] democratic and just 

society without racial divisions", and despite violent attacks committed 

against the black population, he would adhere to a nonviolent line and 

encouraged the application of economic pressure by countries dealing 

with the apartheid authorities. 

After receiving the Nobel, Tutu used his international stature to step up 

the campaign against apartheid, leading calls for punitive sanctions 

against South Africa as one of the few strong voices inside the country, 

while others were imprisoned or forced into exile. 

In 1995, Mandela appointed Tutu head of the country's Truth and 

Reconciliation commission - the body set up to investigate apartheid-era 

crimes. 

Born in 1931, Tutu began his retirement from public life 0n October 7, 

2010 - his 79th birthday - after decades of activism. 

Allan MacLeod Cormack 

Allan MacLeod Cormack was a South African-born US physicist who 

won the 1979 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine, along with British 

electrical engineer Godfrey N Hounsfield. 

Born in Johannesburg in 1924, Cormack was recognised "for the 

development of computer-assisted tomography". 

Through his work, scientists were able to see cross-sections of the body, 

while computed tomography also provided the basis for three-

dimensional images. 

Cormack was an extraordinary choice for a Nobel laureate since he 

never earned a doctorate degree in medicine or any other scientific field. 

Anwar al-Sadat 

Former Egyptian President Anwar al-Sadat won the 1978 Nobel Prize for 

Peace, along with ex-Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin.  

The winners were recognised for "having taken the initiative in 

negotiating a peace treaty between the two countries". 

Under the leadership of al-Sadat and Begin, Egypt and Israel made 

peace with each other in 1979. 

Al-Sadat was assassinated in 1981. 
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Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin 

Dorothy Hodgkin was a Cairo-born English scientist who won the 1964 

Nobel Prize for Chemistry. 

The chemist was recognised for her "determinations by X-ray techniques 

of the structures of important biochemical substances", including of 

penicillin and vitamin B12. 

Hodgkin, who received the award aged 54, died in England in 1994. 

Albert Luthuli 

South African Albert Luthuli was awarded the 1960 Nobel Prize for 

Peace, the first African to be so honoured. 

He has recognised for his "role in the non-violent struggle against 

apartheid" 

Born in 1898, the teacher and religious leader was the president of South 

Africa's African National Congress from 1952 to 1960. 

Luthuli led a campaign of civil disobedience against the apartheid's policy 

of racial segregation and discrimination that led him to his persecution 

and imprisonment. 

He received the Nobel Prize in 1961. 

Luthuli died on July 21, 1967, after being struck by a train near his home 

in the eastern province known as KwaZulu-Natal. 

Albert Camus 

Algerian-born French author Albert Camus won the 1957 Nobel Prize in 

Literature. 

He was recognised for his "important literary production, which ... 

illuminates the problems of the human conscience in our times." 

Camus breakthrough novel, The Stranger, was released in 1942. 

Other notable work includes 1947's The Plague and 1956's The Fall. 

Born in Algeria's Mondovi in 1913, Camus died in 1960 near Sens, in 

central France. 
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Max Theiler 

Max Theiler was a South African-born US microbiologist who won the 

1951 Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for developing a vaccine 

against yellow fever. 

The virologist succeeded in passing the virus to mice, which later allowed 

him to obtain a variant that became a human vaccine. 

Theiler, who was born in Pretoria in 1899, died in 1972 in New Haven, 

US. 

NEWS 

About Africa 

Africa is Splitting in Two, Creating Dozens of Volcanoes 

The process of rifting in Africa means that the continent is slowly breaking apart and with that comes lots of volcanoes, 

some with the potential for massive explosive eruptions. 

By Erik Klemetti (November 19, 2019) 

The modern geography of Earth is created by the plate 

tectonic engine that runs in our planet. What we see as 

familiar maps today would have looked very different 50 

million, 500 million, 3 billion years ago. That's because the 

continents shift over time at rates of centimeters per year. 

This might not seem like much, but over geologic time, that 

means they can collide and separate multiple times. At 

some points in Earth's history, we had supercontinents, 

when all the landmasses were one. Today, we're almost at 

the opposite end of the spectrum, with many continents far 

apart. 

Currently, we only have one location where a continent is 

busy splitting itself apart, and that's the East African Rift. 

This part of the African continent extends to the southwest 

from Eritrea and represents one part of a three-armed rift 

system. The other two parts have separated to the point 

where new ocean crust has formed, creating the Red Sea 

and the Gulf of Aden. This is the boundary between the 

African and Arabian plates. 

However, the third arm has not produced any new ocean, at 

least not yet. Instead, we have a valley that extends into the 

heart of Africa where the continent is spreading apart. This 

spreading likely started some 25 to 30 million years ago. 

With the spreading comes volcanism ... and a lot of it. There 

are only a few places on Earth with as many volcanoes as 

the East African Rift in Ethiopia and Eritrea. 

The East African Rift from Space 

The Terra MODIS image above shows just how extensive 

that volcanism is. Volcanoes start in the Red Sea itself, with 

islands like Zukur and Hanish. The tiny dot off the coast of 

Yemen is Jebal Al-Tair, a volcanic island that last erupted in 

2007, with lava flows reaching the sea. 

Once you head inland, you run into the beast of Erta'Ale, 

with its active lava lake at the summit. The volcano is almost 

60 miles (100 kilometers) from end to end. Lots of smaller 

cones on its slopes, like Bora Ale and Gada Ale, have 

produced most of the lava flows. Ale Bagu, on the other 

hand, is a basaltic volcano with a much more explosive 

history. 

The summit lava lake at Erta'Ale, seen in 2012. Wikimedia 

Commons. 

Just off the shores of the Red Sea is Dubbi, a large 

stratovolcano that, in 1861, sent lava flows more than a 
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dozen miles (22km) down its slopes, produced 19 craters at 

the summit and rained ash 180 miles (300km) from the 

volcano. To the south at the border with Djibouti, Manda-

Inakir formed a new cinder cone during eruptions in 1928-

'29. 

The dark ash plume from Nabro can be spotted just to the 

east (right) of Erta'Ale. In 2011, Nabro produced an eruption 

that unleashed lava flows and a large ash and gas plume. 

Even with its remote location, the eruption killed seven 

people and may have played a role in slight atmospheric 

cooling the following year. Nabro is a bimodal volcano that 

erupts hot and runny basalt as well as sticky rhyolite, so this 

eruption was much more passive than previous ones at this 

large caldera volcano. 

The dark smudge below Erta'Ale is Alayta, another basaltic 

volcano. It last erupted in 1915 and its 1907 eruption sent a 

large lava flow down its slopes. Yet, right next to Alatya is 

Afderà, a rhyolite volcano that sits on the nexus of three 

faults. This is another example of the bimodal character of 

the East African Rift -- a lot of close volcanoes erupting low 

silica basalt or high-silica rhyolite and not a lot in between. 

In 2005, there was an ash-rich eruption from Dabbahu, 

south of Erta'Ale that caused 6,000 people to be evacuated. 

Things Get Explosive 

Near the bottom of the image, Alutu sits between two lakes 

and has over 300,000 people living within less than 20 miles 

(30km) of the volcano. It has a history of explosive eruptions 

of rhyolite and obsidian flows. The most recent was only 

about 2,000 years ago. This is joined by Tullu Moje, another 

rhyolitic volcano to the north of Alutu, that erupted as 

recently as 1900. 

A 2001 image from the International Space Station of the 

O'a caldera in Ethiopia. The dark blue caldera lake is the 

caldera formed by a massive eruption 240,000 years ago. 

NASA. 

Two calderas lurk to the very south of the East African Rift 

in Ethiopia. The O'a and Corbetti calderas are both rhyolite 

volcanoes with very large explosive eruptions in their past. 

They are also some of the most potentially hazardous 

volcanoes on the planet, with over 450,000 and 1.1 million 

people living with a couple dozen miles of each of them, 

respectively. Neither are known to have erupted in historical 

times, but both are potentially active volcanoes. 

This isn't even all the volcanism of the East African Rift. 

Volcanoes like Ol Doinyo Lengai, Kilimanjaro and 

Nyiragongo lie to the south of this shot. 

The process of splitting a continent -- or even just trying to -

- can be incredibly geologically active. The shear number of 

volcanoes in the East African Rift show just how powerful it 

can be. 

This story originally appeared on 

https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/all-the-

volcanoes-made-by-a-continent-splitting-in-

two?utm_source=dscfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campai

gn=dscfb&fbclid=IwAR17R4Tjy5xvepONvTYMmMT5aGRS

a2IwlLGj_xx2FFjFlv-C0-v_pXcogfY 

News: About Africa 

One-third of recent global methane increase comes from tropical Africa 

Concentrations of methane, a greenhouse gas about 28 

times more potent than carbon dioxide, have risen steadily 

in Earth’s atmosphere since 2007. Although several 

potential explanations, including an increase in methane 

emissions from the tropics, could account for this upsurge, 

due to a lack of regional data scientists have been unable 

to pinpoint the source. Now a study published in the 

European Geosciences Union (EGU) journal Atmospheric 

Chemistry and Physics uses satellite data to determine that 

one-third of the global increase originates in Africa’s tropics. 

“One of the suggestions for the continued rise in 

atmospheric methane, based on ground-based data, is that 

tropical sources have increased,” says Mark Lunt, an 

atmospheric scientist at the University of Edinburgh and 

https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/all-the-volcanoes-made-by-a-continent-splitting-in-two?utm_source=dscfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=dscfb&fbclid=IwAR17R4Tjy5xvepONvTYMmMT5aGRSa2IwlLGj_xx2FFjFlv-C0-v_pXcogfY
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/all-the-volcanoes-made-by-a-continent-splitting-in-two?utm_source=dscfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=dscfb&fbclid=IwAR17R4Tjy5xvepONvTYMmMT5aGRSa2IwlLGj_xx2FFjFlv-C0-v_pXcogfY
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/all-the-volcanoes-made-by-a-continent-splitting-in-two?utm_source=dscfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=dscfb&fbclid=IwAR17R4Tjy5xvepONvTYMmMT5aGRSa2IwlLGj_xx2FFjFlv-C0-v_pXcogfY
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/all-the-volcanoes-made-by-a-continent-splitting-in-two?utm_source=dscfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=dscfb&fbclid=IwAR17R4Tjy5xvepONvTYMmMT5aGRSa2IwlLGj_xx2FFjFlv-C0-v_pXcogfY
https://www.discovermagazine.com/planet-earth/all-the-volcanoes-made-by-a-continent-splitting-in-two?utm_source=dscfb&utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=dscfb&fbclid=IwAR17R4Tjy5xvepONvTYMmMT5aGRSa2IwlLGj_xx2FFjFlv-C0-v_pXcogfY
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lead author of the study. He and his co-authors used data 

retrieved from GOSAT, the Japanese Greenhouse gases 

Observing Satellite, to examine annual—and even 

seasonal—trends in Africa between the latitudes of 26° N 

and 26° S. 

“There are very few studies that have focused in detail on 

Africa, primarily because there isn’t much atmospheric 

methane data from there,” says Lunt. “Using satellite data 

gives a unique perspective on the continent that wouldn’t 

otherwise be available.” 

Previous studies that have included African methane 

emission estimates have utilised global models, which are 

run at relatively coarse resolutions and resolve emission 

changes at continental scales. By instead focusing 

exclusively on sub-Saharan Africa, Lunt and his co-authors 

were able to run a regional model at a much higher 

resolution than would be feasible with a global version. This 

difference allowed the researchers to focus on changes in 

individual countries—a level of detail that could not 

previously be achieved. 

The results indicate that about a third of the global 

atmospheric methane increase observed between 2010-

2016 originates in Africa’s tropics. Most of this came from 

East Africa, including a pronounced, short-term boost in 

emissions from the Sudd, one of the world’s largest 

wetlands, in South Sudan. 

“Our research highlights the importance of Africa, and even 

individual wetlands, in terms of their contributions to the 

global methane budget,” says Lunt. But, he says, it’s also 

important to note that the study period only dates back to 

2010, the year GOSAT came online. “Based on this work, 

we cannot say anything about what started the rise in 2007,” 

says Lunt. The team also cannot yet account for the source 

of additional increases in methane emissions they observed 

in East Africa. “Agriculture or other wetlands are likely 

suspects,” says Lunt, “but we need more evidence to prove 

this.” 

According to Lunt, the findings could be used to improve 

wetland models, inform where intensive field campaigns 

should take place to identify the underlying causes of 

tropical methane emissions, and ultimately help us 

understand Earth’s future climate. “In order to understand 

how methane might change in the future, it is essential that 

we can adequately explain changes in the present and 

recent past,” says Lunt. “Studies such as this can help 

narrow down the list of possible explanations, and hopefully 

improve our predictive capabilities for the future.” 

This story originally appeared on https://www.atmos-chem-

phys.net/19/14721/2019/) 

News: About the World 

Scientists Discover New Form Of Ice Trapped In Diamonds 

geologyin.com 

A UNLV scientist has discovered the first direct evidence 

that fluid water pockets may exist as far as 500 miles deep 

into the Earth's mantle. 

Groundbreaking research by UNLV geoscientist Oliver 

Tschauner and colleagues found diamonds pushed up from 

the Earth's interior had traces of unique crystallized water 

called Ice-VII. 

The study, "Ice-VII inclusions in Diamonds: Evidence for 

aqueous fluid in Earth's deep Mantle," was published in the 

journal Science. 

In the jewelry business, diamonds with impurities hold less 

value. But for Tschauner and other scientists, those 

impurities, known as inclusions have infinite value, as they 

may hold the key to understanding the inner workings of our 

planet. 

A diamond the size of tennis ball, at Sotheby's in New York. 

Seth Wenig 

For his study, Tschauner used diamonds found in China, the 

Republic of South Africa, and Botswana that surged up from 
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inside Earth. "This shows that this is a global phenomenon," 

the professor said. 

Scientists theorize the diamonds used in the study, were 

born in the mantle under temperatures reaching more than 

1,000-degrees Fahrenheit. 

The mantle -- which makes up more than 80 percent of the 

Earth's volume -- is made of silicate minerals containing 

iron, aluminum, and calcium among others. And now we can 

add water to the list. 

The discovery of Ice-VII in the diamonds is the first known 

natural occurrence of the aqueous fluid from the deep 

mantle. 

Ice-VII had been found in prior lab testing of materials 

under intense pressure. Tschauner also found that while 

under the confines of hardened diamonds found on the 

surface of the planet, Ice-VII is solid. But in the mantel, it is 

liquid. 

"These discoveries are important in understanding that 

water-rich regions in the Earth's interior can play a role in 

the global water budget and the movement of heat-

generating radioactive elements," Tschauner said. 

This discovery can help scientists create new, more 

accurate models of what's going on inside the Earth, 

specifically how and where heat is generated under the 

Earth's crust. 

In other words: "It's another piece of the puzzle in 

understanding how our planet works," Tschauner said. 

Of course, as it often goes with discoveries, this one was 

found by accident, explained Tschauner. 

"We were looking for carbon dioxide," he said. "We're still 

looking for it, actually," 

This story originally appeared on  

https://www.geologyin.com/2018/03/scientists-discover-

new-form-of-ice.html?fbclid=IwAR2Qrn00uGZHa5dZ6-

qjG1twO6ollB6OaudiODOKHQKoluxMWKGMZoOWgrc#jj

O9LgPLEOcAjEIW.99

News: About the World 

Scientists have discovered the world’s oldest forest—and its radical impact on life 

By Colin Barras (Dec. 19, 2019) 

Researchers analyzing one of the radial Archaeopteris tree 

root systems at the Cairo, New York, site 

Scientists have discovered the world’s oldest forest in an 

abandoned quarry near Cairo, New York. The 385-million-

year-old rocks contain the fossilized woody roots of dozens 

of ancient trees. The find marks a turning point in Earth’s 

history. When trees evolved these roots, they helped pull 

carbon dioxide (CO2) from the air and lock it away, radically 

shifting the planet’s climate and leading to the atmosphere 

we know today. 

“The Cairo site is very special,” says team member 

Christopher Berry, a paleobotanist at Cardiff University in 

the United Kingdom. The quarry floor, about half the size of 

a U.S. football field, represents a horizontal slice through the 

soil just below the surface of the ancient forest. “You are 

walking through the roots of ancient trees,” Berry says. 

“Standing on the quarry surface we can reconstruct the 

living forest around us in our imagination.” 

Berry and colleagues first discovered the site in 2009 and 

are still analyzing the fossils it contains. Some of the 

fossilized roots there are 15 centimeters in diameter and 

form 11-meter-wide horizontal radial patterns spreading out 

from where the vertical tree trunks once stood. They seem 

to belong to Archaeopteris, a type of tree with large woody 

roots and woody branches with leaves that is related in 

some way to modern trees, the team reports today in 

Current Biology. Previously, the oldest Archaeopteris fossils 

were no more than 365 million years old, Berry says, and 

exactly when the tree evolved its modern-looking features 

has been unclear. 

The Cairo site suggests Archaeopteris did so 20 million 

years earlier, says Patricia Gensel, a paleobotanist at the 

University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill who was not 

https://www.geologyin.com/2018/03/scientists-discover-new-form-of-ice.html?fbclid=IwAR2Qrn00uGZHa5dZ6-qjG1twO6ollB6OaudiODOKHQKoluxMWKGMZoOWgrc#jjO9LgPLEOcAjEIW.99
https://www.geologyin.com/2018/03/scientists-discover-new-form-of-ice.html?fbclid=IwAR2Qrn00uGZHa5dZ6-qjG1twO6ollB6OaudiODOKHQKoluxMWKGMZoOWgrc#jjO9LgPLEOcAjEIW.99
https://www.geologyin.com/2018/03/scientists-discover-new-form-of-ice.html?fbclid=IwAR2Qrn00uGZHa5dZ6-qjG1twO6ollB6OaudiODOKHQKoluxMWKGMZoOWgrc#jjO9LgPLEOcAjEIW.99
https://www.geologyin.com/2018/03/scientists-discover-new-form-of-ice.html?fbclid=IwAR2Qrn00uGZHa5dZ6-qjG1twO6ollB6OaudiODOKHQKoluxMWKGMZoOWgrc#jjO9LgPLEOcAjEIW.99
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involved with the work. “The size of those root systems—it’s 

really changing the picture,” she says, adding that, even 20 

years ago, researchers assumed trees with such large and 

complex root systems did not evolve so early in geological 

time. 

Close-up of an Archaeopteris tree root system, viewed from 

above 

Trees like those at Cairo had a big effect on the ancient 

climate, says Kevin Boyce, a geoscientist at Stanford 

University in Palo Alto, California. Deep roots penetrate and 

break up the rocks within and below the soil. Geologists call 

this processing “weathering,” and it triggers chemical 

reactions that pull CO2 from the atmosphere and turn it into 

carbonate ions in groundwater. This ultimately runs off into 

the sea and is locked away as limestone. 

Partly because of weathering and its knock-on effects, 

atmospheric CO2 levels dropped to modern levels soon 

after the appearance of woody forests. A few tens of millions 

of years earlier they had been 10 to 15 times higher than 

today. Some research suggests the removal of so much 

atmospheric CO2 led directly to a sustained rise in oxygen 

levels, with the atmosphere containing about 35% oxygen 

by 300 million years ago. This, in turn, may have led to the 

evolution of gigantic insects at that time, some with wing 

spans of 70 centimeters, which may have lived in the 

ancient forests. 

The trees that grew a few tens of millions of years after the 

Cairo forest have also had an indirect impact on the modern 

climate. Berry has previously written about how the 

fossilized remains of these forests formed the coal that 

fueled the Industrial Revolution in Europe and North 

America. 

This is not the first time Berry and his colleagues have 

explored a primitive forest. In the 19th century, researchers 

discovered a fossil forest in Gilboa, New York, about 40 

kilometers from the Cairo site, containing 382-million-year-

old specimens. Since 2010, Berry and his colleagues have 

been examining a quarry at Gilboa that also preserves 

ancient tree roots. But the Gilboa roots belong to more 

primitive trees that may be related to ferns and horsetails. 

They didn’t produce deep, woody roots with much potential 

for weathering. 

This means the trees that grew at the Cairo site were the 

innovators, Berry says. “Woody trees with leaves that can 

produce shade—and a big rooting system—is something 

fundamentally modern that wasn’t there before.” 

This story appeared on PaleontologyPlants & Animals 
doi:10.1126/science.aba6333 
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News: About the World 

World's Deepest Point on Land Was Discovered beneath Antarctica's Ice Sheet 

Located in East Antarctica, below the Denman Glacier, scientists used new methods to discover the depth of the land. 

By Fabienne Lang (December 18, 2019) 

Denman Glacier Canyon in Antarctica 

Researchers have discovered the deepest point on 

Continental Earth, and it sits beneath Antarctica's ice sheet. 

Located below the Denman Glacier in East Antarctica, the 

ice-filled canyon reaches as far down as 3.5 km (11,500 ft) 

below sea level. 

The canyon was showcased in a new map, revealing the 

shape of the bedrock in extremely accurate detail. 

Why is this discovery important? 

The team discovered that the canyon goes as far as 3.5 km 

(11,500 ft.) down below the Earth's surface. 

Grasping what lies beneath these ice sheets is fundamental 

for our understanding of how the polar south may change in 

the future.  

These new findings show, for instance, previously unknown 

ridges that will get in the way of the retreat of melting 

glaciers in our ever-warming world. On the flip side, they 

also disclose a few smooth, sloping areas that may 

accelerate withdrawals. 

Dr. Mathieu Morlighem, a researcher at the University of 

California, Irvine, who's also worked on this project for six 

years, said "This is undoubtedly the most accurate portrait 

yet of what lies beneath Antarctica's ice sheet."  

How did the team make the discovery? 

The technology used to map Antarctica so far has relied on 

radar instruments that look through the ice through airborne 

imaging. However, the data still remained relatively 

incomplete in many areas. 

Dr. Morlighem and his team's new map, called BedMachine, 

has introduced physics — mass conservation — to fill in 

these holes. 

"There have been many attempts to sound the bed of 

Denman, but every time they flew over the canyon - they 

couldn't see it in the radar data," said Morlighem. 

It has to be noted that trenches in the oceans, such as the 

Mariana Trench, are deeper. As a comparison to the 

Denman Glacier, the Mariana Trench goes as far as 11km 

(36,000 ft.) beneath the sea surface. 

BedMachine will be used in climate models, which attempt 

to project how Antarctica may change with global warming. 
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Naturally, the more specific and detailed the information, the 

better the predictions. 

This story appeared on in Nature Geoscience on December 

12, 2019 

News: About Space/Astronomy 

Sugar delivered to Earth from space  

First evidence of bio-essential sugars in meteorites 

geologypage (November 24, 2019) 

This is a Murchison meteorite. Sugars are found from this meteorite in this study.. Credit: Yoshihiro Furukawa 

Researchers from Tohoku University, Hokkaido University, 

JAMSTEC, and NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 

investigated meteorites and found ribose and other sugars. 

These sugars possessed distinct carbon-isotope 

compositions, differing from terrestrial biological sugars, 

indicating their extraterrestrial origin. The results suggest 

that the sugars formed in the early solar system and made 

their way to earth via meteorites. 

The team analyzed three meteorites with their original 

protocol and found sugars in two meteorites. “Analysis of 

sugars in meteorites is so difficult. Over the past several 

years, we have investigated the techniques of sugar 

analysis in such samples and constructed our original 

method” says lead author, Yoshihiro Furukawa of Tohoku 

University. 

Amino acids and nucleobases, other vitally important 

compounds in the building block of life, have been found in 

meteorites previously. Scientists have known of the 

existence of sugars in meteorites. However, research to 

date has largely revealed sugar-related compounds (sugar 

acids and sugar alcohols) and the simplest sugar (dihydroxy 

acetone), compounds not considered essential for life. 

Formation of bio-essential sugars, including ribose, on the 

prebiotic Earth, is considered to have been possible. 

However, there is no geological evidence of their formation. 

Furthermore, it is not clear which and how much sugar(s) 

formed on the prebiotic Earth. 

With the current research evidencing the delivery of bio-

essential sugars, it is plausible that extraterrestrial sugar 

contributed to the formation of primordial RNA on the 

prebiotic Earth. This, in turn, has the possibility of being a 

factor in the origin of life. 

“The next step is to investigate the chirality of the sugars in 

more meteorites and to investigate how much sugars were 

provided from space and how the extraterrestrial sugar 

influenced life’s homochirality” says the team. NASA Jonson 

Space Center has provided the team other meteorites and 
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the team will analyze them to see which meteorites contain 

the sugars and how theses sugars formed. 

This story appeared on 

http://www.geologypage.com/2019/11/sugar-delivered-to-

earth-from-space.html#ixzz693XmoPeY  

Extraterrestrial ribose and other sugars in primitive 

meteorites. DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1907169116 
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OPPORTUNITIES 

Senior and Project Geophysicists (two posts) Mold, 

UK 
23/01/20 

PhD position (36 months) in the DFG-funded 

project: The four major Isotopes of Dolomite 

(C, O, Mg, Ca): Closing the Calcium Isotope ( 

d44/42Ca) Gap 

Bochum, 

Germany 
15/01/20 

F181 MSc Subsurface Characterisation and 

Geomodelling
Dublin, 

Ireland 
10/06/20 

Master of Science in Petrophysics Kingsville, TX, 

USA 
01/06/20 

Postdoctoral fellowship in the Department of 

Geology 

Bloemfontein, 

South Africa 
29/02/20 

PhD and MSc fully funded Studentships in: 

Tectonochemistry 

Environmental and Aqueous Geochemistry 

Geo-Environmental Engineering 

Microbial Geochemistry/Arctic Landscapes

Kingston, ON, 

Canada 
01/02/20 

GIS Developer Keyworth, 

UK 
31/01/20 

IMS-GIS Data Centre Project Officer Stanley, 

Falklands Islands 
08/01/20 

http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/reynolds19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/rub19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/rub19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/rub19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/rub19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/ucd19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/ucd19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/texasa&mkingsville19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/ufs19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/ufs19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/queen19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/queen19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/queen19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/queen19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/queen19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/rsgis/bgs19122.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/rsgis/saeri19121.html
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Research Fellow in Submarine Lobe Systems Leeds, 

UK 
19/01/20 

PhD position in organic/inorganic 

geochemistry and South African paleoclimate

Bergen, 

Norway 
20/01/20 

2020 Postdoctoral Fellowship Program in the 

field of Marine Geosciences 

Armilla, 

Spain 
15/01/20 

Postdoctoral Position in Seismology and 

Integrated Geophysical-Petrological Modelling 

Dublin, 

Ireland 
Until 

Filled 

Scientific Consultancy Opportunity Oakham, 

UK 
18/01/20 

Innovation and Grant Advisor Espoo, 

Finland 
19/01/20 

Open Postdoc position Nano-Geochemistry Vienna, 

Austria 
21/01/20 

Hydrogeologist / Engineer 

(wissenschaftliche(n) Mitarbeiter_in (w/m/d)) - 

Smart tracer techniques in hydrogeology / 

geohydrology

Göttingen, 

Germany 
15/01/20 

Petroleum Geoscience (MSc) 

Pollution and Environmental Control (MSc) 
Manchester, 

UK 
17/01/20 

Postdoctoral fellow in Geology Copenhagen, 

Denmark 
01/02/20 

PostDoc (m/f/x) Aquifer Thermal Energy 

Storage 

Potsdam, 

Germany 
30/12/19 

International Master of Research course in 

Solid Earth Sciences 

Paris, 

France 
16/03/20 

http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/leeds19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/climate/bergen19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/climate/bergen19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/marine/csic19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/marine/csic19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/seismo/dias19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/seismo/dias19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/galson19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/gtk19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/environs/wien19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/water/gott19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/water/gott19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/water/gott19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/water/gott19111.html
https://www.manchester.ac.uk/study/masters/courses/list/02873/msc-petroleum-exploration-geoscience/
https://www.manchester.ac.uk/study/masters/courses/list/02325/msc-pollution-and-environmental-control/
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/copenhagen19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/jobs/gfz19116.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/jobs/gfz19116.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/ipgp19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/ipgp19121.html
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3 positions in Seismology Hutt Valley, 

New Zealand 
28/01/20 

MSc in Petroleum Geoscience Adelaide, 

Australia 
Until 

Filled 

Open PhD Position: Electrical Field Root 

Sensing 

Bonn, 

Germany 
15/01/20 

Postdoctoral Research Associate for Two-

phase Mechanics of Magmatism in Earth 

Oxford, 

UK 
10/01/20 

2020 NOAA Climate & Global Change 

Postdoctoral Fellowship Program 

Boulder, CO, 

USA 
10/01/20 

Assistant Research Professor - Social 

Science Research Institute 

University Park, 

PA, 

USA 
09/01/20 

Post Doc Experimental Geochemist - GNS 

Science (2 years) - Thermochemistry of 

supercritical geothermal systems, Taupo 

Volcanic Zone New Zealand 

Taupo, 

New Zealand 
15/01/20 

Faculty Researcher - Natural Resources 

(Hyperspectral Imaging for Geological 

Materials) 

Newfoundland, 

Canada 
12/01/20 

Geomagnetic Electronics Engineer Edinburgh, 

UK 
10/01/20 

2 PhD Scholarships available at the School of 

Earth and Planetary Sciences

Perth, 

Australia 
06/01/20 

Postdoctoral Fellowships in Earth and Space 

Sciences 

Beijing, 

China 
15/01/20 

http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/seismo/gns19122.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/asp16081.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/bonn19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/bonn19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/oxford19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/oxford19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/climate/ucarcpaess19091.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/climate/ucarcpaess19091.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/marine/pennstate19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/marine/pennstate19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/gns19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/gns19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/gns19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/gns19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/cna19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/cna19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/cna19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/bgs19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/curtin19122.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/curtin19122.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/planet/peking19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/planet/peking19121.html
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Research Associate (m/f/d) in Sedimentary 

Geology / Quaternary Geology 

Hannover, 

Germany 
15/01/20 

MSc in Mineral Resources St Andrews, 

UK 
01/01/20 

PhD and MPhil Scholarships Available at the 

School of Earth and Planetary Sciences 

Perth, 

Australia 
05/01/20 

Postdoc position in Numerical Modelling of 

Fracture Growth 

Lyngby, 

Denmark 
31/12/19 

Geomagnetic Instrumentation Engineer Keyworth, 

UK 
10/01/20 

PhD positions at GeoPlanet Doctoral School Warsaw, 

Poland 
31/12/19 

2020 Postdoctoral Fellowship Program Moss Landing, CA, 

USA 
22/01/20 

Research Facility Manager Cambridge, 

UK 
04/01/20 

MSc Archaeology 

MSc Biomolecular Archaeology 

MSc Bioarchaeological Science 

MSc Cultural Heritage 

MSc. Geophysics 

Msc. Environmental Partnership Management 

MSc. Geographical Information Systems 

MSc. Integrated Petroleum Geoscience 

MSc. Petroleum Data Management 

MSc. Oil and Gas Enterprise Management 

MSc. Archaeology of the North 

MSc. Osteoarchaeology 

MSc. Land Economy (Rural Surveying/Rural 

Property Management)

Aberdeen, 

UK 
Apply 

Now 

http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/hannover19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/hannover19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/mining/andrews19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/curtin19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/curtin19121.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/oil/dtu19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/oil/dtu19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/bgs19112.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/igpas19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/marine/mbari19101.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/cambridge19111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
http://www.earthworks-jobs.com/geoscience/aberdeen17111.html
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CONTACT THE COUNCIL 

The Geological Society of Africa’s council is appreciated your opinion and inputs. All of your suggestions and comments 

will be taken into considerations. Just drop us an email:     

President: Prof. Gbenga Okunlola (Nigeria); Department of Geology, University of Ibadan. 

(gbengaokunlola@yahoo.co.uk) 

Secretary General: Dr. Maideyi Lydia Meck (Zimbabwe); Geology Department, University of Zimbabwe. 

(mabvira@science.uz.ac.zw) 

Honorary Treasurer: Prof. Asfawossen Asrat (Ethiopia); Department of Earth Sciences, Addis Ababa University. 

(asrata@geol.aau.edu.et) 

Assistant Secretary General/Membership Secretary: Prof. Prosper M. Nude (Ghana); Department of Earth Science, 

University of Ghana. (pmnude@ug.edu.gh) 

Vice President for Southern Africa: Prof. Dr. Dr. Wlady Altermann (South Africa); Department of Geology, University 

of Pretoria. (altermannw@gmail.com) 

Vice President for Northern Africa: Prof. Youssef Driouch (Morocco); Geology department, Mohamed Ben Abdallah 

University (USMBA). (youssef.driouch@usmba.ac.ma / ydriouch@hotmail.com) 

Vice President for Western Africa: Dr. Yao Agbossoumonde (Togo); Department of Geology, University of Lome. 

(yagboss12@gmail.com) 

Vice President for Eastern Africa: Prof. Beneah Daniel Odhiambo (Kenya); Moi University. ( 

odhiambobdo@gmail.com) 

Vice President for Central Africa: Mr. Léon Bora Uzima Bahavu (Democratic Republic of the Congo); Centre 

d’Expertise et d’Etudes Géologiques. (bob20lk@gmail.com) 

Councillor for Northern Africa: Dr. Kholoud M. AbdekMaksoud (Egypt); Institute of African Research and Studies, 

Cairo University. (kholoud.mohamedali@gmail.com) 

Councillor for Southern Africa: Ms. Anna- Karren Nguno (Namibia); Geological Survey of Namibia. 

(annatjieka@gmail.com) 

Councillor for Western Africa: Dr.Adama Sangare (Mali); IAMGOLD Exploration Mali S.A.R.L 

(Adama_Sangare@iamgold.com) 

Councillor for Eastern Africa: Mr. Jean-Claude Ngaruye (Rwanda); Energy, Water and Sanitation Authority. 

(cngaruye@minirena.gov.rw) 

Councillor for Central Africa: Pending 

GSAf’s Newsletter Editor/Information Officer: Dr. Tamer Abu-Alam (Norway/Egypt); the University of Tromsø - 

The Arctic University of Norway. (tamerabualam@yahoo.com)    

mailto:gbengaokunlola@yahoo.co.uk
mailto:mabvira@science.uz.ac.zw
mailto:asrata@geol.aau.edu.et
mailto:pmnude@ug.edu.gh
mailto:youssef.driouch@usmba.ac.ma
mailto:ydriouch@hotmail.com
mailto:yagboss12@gmail.com
mailto:odhiambobdo@gmail.com
mailto:bob20lk@gmail.com
mailto:kholoud.mohamedali@gmail.com
mailto:annatjieka@gmail.com
mailto:Adama_Sangare@iamgold.com
mailto:cngaruye@minirena.gov.rw
mailto:tamerabualam@yahoo.com
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